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ABSTRACT: For individual identification from semen, the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) finger- 
print technique was used. In a blind trial, we succeeded in determining the semen donors among 
several volunteers comparing the DNA fingerprints of the blood and semen samples, respec- 
tively. Thereafter, we examined semen in a condom left beside a naked female dead body. The 
DNA fingerprint of the semen was recognized to be identical to that of the blood from a suspected 
man arrested later. This is the first report that the DNA fingerprint technique was practically 
used in a criminal investigation in Japan. 
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It is important  for criminal evidence to recognize semen in cases of sex assault. Obviously, 
the evidence of spermatoza, prostatic acid phosphatase, or ~,-seminoprotein is necessary, but  
it indicates nothing more than the occurrence of sexual activity [1-3]. For individual identifi- 
cation from semen, ABO blood group typing has been conventionally used. However, be- 
cause this examination gives little information, it has often been difficult to exclude a sus- 
pected man or to confirm by a high probability. 

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) polymorphisms, that  is, DNA sequence differences between 
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individuals, can be visualized by Southern blotting and DNA hybridization as size differ- 
ences in DNA fragments when DNA is digested by restriction endonuclease (restriction frag- 
ment length polymorphisms [RFLPs]) [4]. Some genetic markers of DNA polymorphisms 
are used in forensic science [5-8]. Particularly the "DNA fingerprint" technique, which was 
first described by Jeffreys et al. [9], is very useful for individual identification [10-12]. This is 
because the resulting Southern-blot profile consists of a complex set of large and highly vari- 
able DNA fragments and has extraordinary individualizing power. The DNA fingerprint 
technique has also been used in paternity determination [13], based on the fact that each 
fragment shown by this technique is segregated in Mendelian fashion. 

In our previous papers [14,15], we have reported that a synthesized DNA probe for DNA 
fingerprints is indeed of great use to prove paternity. Recently, we encountered the chance of 
identifying semen which had been left at the scene of murder. This article describes a practi- 
cal case of individual determination from semen by means of the DNA fingerprint 
technique. 

Materials and Methods 

DNA Isolation of Blood and Semen Samples 

Fresh blood samples were diluted with ten volumes of blood lysis solution (0.2% sodium 
chloride [NaCI]). The white cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 600 X g for 10 min and 
resuspended in TNE buffer (10mM Tris-hydrochloric acid [HCI] [pH 7.5], 100 mM NaCI, 
lmM ethylenediaminetetraacetate [EDTA]). Proteinase K (Merk Co.) and sodium lauryl- 
sulfate (SDS) added up to a final concentration of 100 #g/mL and 1.0%, respectively. The 
sample solution was incubated overnight at S0~ and extracted twice with phenol, once with 
chloroform, and then dialyzed against two changes of a thousandfold excess of TE buffer 
(10mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.5] and lmM EDTA). DNA was precipitated with 2.5 volumes of 
ethanol overnight at --20~ pelleted by centrifugation, and washed with 80% ethanol. 
DNA was dissolved in a small volume of TE buffer. Semen samples were suspended directly 
in TNE buffer containing dithiothreitol (DTT) at a concentration of 50mM and treated as 
described above for the blood samples. The amount of DNA recovered was measured in an 
ultraviolet (UV) spectrophotometer at 260 nm. 

Southern-Blot Analysis 

DNA samples (5 gg) were digested with ten units of Hinf I (Takara Co.) at 37~ for 3 h 
and recovered by ethanol precipitation. Digested DNA samples were dissolved in 5 #L of TE 
buffer plus 1 gL of gel-loading buffer (30% glycerol, 0.25% bromophenol blue, 0.25% 
xylene cyanol) and loaded onto an agarose gel (0.8% agarose in 40mM Tris-acetate, 20mM 
sodium acetate, lmM EDTA, 0.5/zg/mL ethidium bromide, pH 8.3; gels 0.7 em thick by 14 
cm long). The gel was electrophoresed at 40 V for 20 h until all DNA fragments less than 1.0 
kb long had been electrophoresed off the gel. DNA in the gel was denatured in situ and 
transferred to a nylon membrane filter (Du Pont Co.) by blotting [16]. The filter was irradi- 
ated with ultraviolet rays for fixing DNA and then incubated for 12 h at 62~ in 5 X SSC 
(SSC is saline sodium citrate: 150raM NaCI and 15mM sodium citrate [pH 7.0]), l m M  
EDTA, 1% SDS, and 10 gg/mL yeast ribonucleic acid (RNA). The hybridization buffer was 
the same. After incubation the filter was hybridized to a 32p-labeled single-strand minisatel- 
lite probe for 12 h at 62~ The DNA probe was labeled by the nick translation procedure 
(nick translation kit, Boeringer Co.) [17]. After hybridization the filter was washed at 62~ 
for 1 h with 1.5 X SSC, 1% SDS. Autoradiography was carried out at -- 80~ with an inten- 
sifying screen for one day. 
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Minisate l l i te  Probe 

A minisatellite "My0" probe, which has been reported to be derived from a tandem repeti- 
tive segment of human myoglobin gene [18], was synthesized by the DNA synthesizer and 
molecular cloning technique. It is comprised of 15 repeats of a 33-bp sequence. The probe 
repeat unit is: 

GACCGAGGTCTAAAGCTGGAGGTGGGCAGGAAG 

Results 

Bl ind  Trial Case o f  Ident i f icat ion f r o m  S e m e n  

We examined two semen and eight blood samples; the two semen samples were taken 
from the male volunteers donating the blood. The DNA fingerprints of the blood from eight 
volunteers and from the semen are shown in Fig. 1. Each DNA was digested with H i n f  I and 
subjected to Southern blotting and DNA hybridization by the minisatellite probe "Myo." 
Lanes 1 through 8 show the DNA fingerprints of the blood and Lanes A and B those of the 
semen. Comparison of these DNA fingerprints reveals that each of the seven clear bands 
longer than 2.0 kb in Lanes A and B correspond to the bands in Lanes S and 6, respectively. 

Therefore, we can easily determine that Semen A and B are from Volunteers 5 and 6, 
respectively. 

FIG. 1--DNA fingerprints in a case of  a blind trial of  individual identification f rom semen. Two of  
the eight volunteers are semen donors. Lanes 1 through 8 show the DNA fingerprints o f  blood and Lanes 
A and B those of  semen. Arrowheads ()~) indicate clear bands longer than 2 kb in Lanes A and B. H i n f l  
digested DNA from blood or semen was hybridized to the z2P-labeled minisatellite probe "Myo. " 
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A Practical Case 

A naked female dead body was found in a hotel room in Tokyo. The woman was thought  
to have been dead for one day. The cause of death was shown to be asphyxia by strangulation 
with a ligature. It was found that  a condom which contained semen was left beside her. 
Considering the circumstances of the scene of murder,  it was expected that  the murderer  had 
killed the woman after sexual intercourse and left the scene. 

Later, a man suspected of the murder  was arrested. We were requested to examine the 
semen in the condom and the blood of the suspected man. Figure 2 shows the DNA finger- 
prints of the semen (S) and blood of the man (X). U1 and U2 in Fig. 2 are from blood DNA of 
unrelated men. The DNA fingerprint of the semen, which contains 19 clear bands longer 

FIG. 2--DNA fingerprints from semen in a condom left beside a naked female dead body (Lane S). 
The pattern, which contains 19 clear bands (---~) longer than 2 kb, is the same as that obtained from 
blood of a suspected man arrested later (Lane X). Unrelated men's DNA fingerprints from blood are 
shown in Lanes UI and U2. Hinf  I digested DNA from blood or semen was hybridized to the 3eP-labeled 
minisatellite probe "Myo. " 
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than 2.0 kb, is completely identical to that of the blood from the suspected man. This indi- 
cates that the semen is the suspected man's. 

Discussion 

In this practical case, we examined semen fluid in a condom. Because the semen was not 
contaminated with vaginal materials, we could obtain DNA derived from only the sperm of 
the semen. Furthermore, the semen was not old, so that most of the isolated DNA was of 
high molecular weight. Such good conditions allowed us to make the DNA analysis with 
ease. This was very fortunate for the criminal investigation. 

Often in the sexual assaults semen is left in the vagina of the victim, and so the semen is 
contaminated with vaginal celluar debris. With time, sperms in the vagina disintegrate. 
Thus, it is difficult to obtain not only correct ABO blood group typing but also the DNA 
fingerprint of the sole rapist [19]. It is noteworthy that recently Guisti et al. [8] and Gill et al. 
[11,20] have succeeded in isolating sperm DNA from semen-contaminated vaginal swabs 
using the deferential lysis method. 

Practically, an examination for identity is required to have a high probability to exclude a 
suspected person from a criminal case. While only typing the ABO blood group gives us little 
information for discrimination, the profile of the DNA fingerprint consists of a complex set 
of large and highly variable DNA fragments and has extraordinary individualizing power. 
Therefore, it is possible to carry out individual identification using only this technique. 

The minisatellite "Myo" probe, which was synthesized by the DNA synthesizer and the 
molecular cloning technique, contains the "Core" sequence reported by Jeffreys et ai. [9] 
and cross-hybridizes to loci that are detected by Jeffrey's polycore probe. But the resulting 
Southern-blot profile is not identical. Testing of this probe on a limited number of people 
and performing the appropriate calculations on the results indicate that the probe also has 
extraordinary individualizing power. So the Southern-blot profile by the probe can also be 
termed a "DNA fingerprint" [14]. But it is so difficult to determine the number and fre- 
quency of bands in DNA fingerprints that we cannot calculate the affirmative probability of 
identity exactly. We have reported in our previous papers [14,15] that the probability in 
which an identical band longer than 2 kb in DNA fingerprints between two unrelated per- 
sons appears by chance is from 0.2 to 0.3. This value is similar to that shown by Jeffreys et al. 
[10]. In this case we recognized the complete correspondence of both of the DNA finger- 
prints, which both consist of 19 bands. The probability of chance association is calculated to 
(0.2) 19 or (0.3) 19, that is 5.2 • 10 -14 o r  1.2 • 10 -10. On the other hand, Jeffreys et al. [21] 
mentioned that the probability that DNA fingerprints of two unrelated individuals being 
identical is given as (1 -- 2X + 2X2) ~/x. The value X is a mean band-sharing probability and 
n is the number of bands in each DNA fingerprint. In this case, the probability can be calcu- 
lated to 1.23 X 10 -16 or 1.04 • 10 -Is. Anyway, the chance match is virtually eliminated. 

It is most important to adopt similar amounts of DNA from each sample for DNA 
fingerprinting. In the case of a blind trial we could not obtain complete identical patterns 
from the semen samples and from the suspected men's blood samples because the applied 
amounts of DNA from these semen samples were too little. Nevertheless, we could identify 
the pattern easily, since there is no incompatible band in the pattern of the semen. 

If high molecular DNA is obtained, we can use the DNA fingerprint technique on criminal 
materials such as blood and semen. It can give more decisive information than that offered 
by conventional markers. We hope that this new technique will be generally used for crimi- 
nal investigation in the near future. 
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